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NIROO presents 
ONE-OF-A-KIND INTERNATIONAL MASTERPIECE 

Welcome to this incredible masterpiece by internationally acclaimed Haleh
Design and constructed by renowned and premier builder David Niroo.
Unlike any home in the Washington DC metropolitan area, this spectacular
estate consists of 33,000 sq. feet of unparalleled design, materials and
expert workmanship featuring all steel/concrete construction with high
efficiency insulation system and hand made brick with natural lime stone
exterior. This incredible masterpiece is exquisitely sited on a prominent 6.3
acre lot in the heart of Potomac's close-in Golden Horseshoe. From the
extraordinary Great Room with 20+ foot ceilings and one of a kind plaster
moldings to the exceptional banquet size Dining Room to the gourmet
Habersham Kitchen to the amazing two story double English Library with
custom milled cherry and tiger wood paneled walls and beamed coffered
ceiling, no detail has been compromised in presenting this home of
distinction. Further enhancing the homes' appeal are two extraordinary
Master Bedroom Suites (main and upper levels) with adjoining luxury baths
highlighted with imported onyx design, and an upper level family room with
fabulous panoramic views. All the ancillary guest and family bedrooms are
complete with sensational ceiling designs and luxury baths featuring exotic
marbles and granites. A fully finished lower level includes home theater,
outstanding exercise room with spa bathroom, catering kitchen and
additional guest suites. Two distinct full service elevators access all floors
and are located conveniently in each wing of the home. A dramatic circular
driveway designed with extraordinary reflecting pond introduces this one
of a kind home destined to be one of the most prominent homes in the
Washington DC metropolitan area for generations to come.

Offered at $8,995,000
thef leishergroup


